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Abstract. The complete expression of the five-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action as an
expansion in fields in the Appelquist-Chodos parametrization of the Kaluza-Klein metric has
been given in this paper. It is explicitly shown that a unitary gauge can be fixed in which in each
of the charge sectors the vector and the scalar fields are absorbed as Goldstone modes leaving
behind the Pauli-Fierz Lagrangian for massive charged spin-2 field.
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1. Introduction
The five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory (Kaluza 1921; Klein 1926), although not a
realistic theory, is typical of the higher dimensional models based on the Kaluza-Klein
idea. It is sufficiently simple that it admits a complete analysis of its properties at least at
the classical level. The spectrum analysis of the original five-dimensional (5D) theory
has been given by Salam and Strathdee (1982) in their classic paper on the subject. In
addition to the presence of the well-known zero mass modes, it was shown by Salam and
Strathdee that the higher excitations describe an infinite tower of charged, massive,
purely spin-2 particles. In an interesting paper, Dolan and Duff (1984) identified a KacMoody infinite parameter symmetry as the symmetry of the effective four-dimensional
Lagrangian obtained by compactifying general relativity in five dimensions down to
M 4 x S 1. Dolan and Duff confirmed the spectrum analysis of Salam and
Strathdee (1982) and rediscovered the SO(1,2) symmetry of the massive modes defined
on the circle of the compactified dimension.
The Kaluza-Klein programme requires that after spontaneous compactification of
the higher dimensions all fields including those contained in the higher dimensional
metric should be expanded in harmonic expansion over the compactified space and an
effective 4D theory to be obtained by integrating the harmonic functions. Although the
programme is straightforward yet is difficult to carry out in practice because of the
complexity of the procedure. The expression of the scalar curvature of the higher
dimensional relativity explicitly appears in the literature only for the zero modes. Many
interesting effects of Kaluza-Klein theories such as the mass generation in the tensor
modes of each charge sector in the 5D theory by the absorption of vector and scalar
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Goldstone bosons (Duff 1975) can be seen only by substituting harmonic expansions of
the fields of the Kaluza-Klein ansatz in the 5D scalar curvature and integrating the
Fourier coefficients defined with periodic boundary conditions on the circle of the
compactified dimensions. The coupling of the U(1) gauge field belonging to the zero
mass modes to the charged spin-2 excitations can be found only by carrying out this
programme and may not turn out to be minimal.
In this paper we have given the expression of the 5D scalar curvature in terms of the
tensor, vector and scalar fields as introduced by Appelquist and Chodos (1983) in their
parametrization of the five-dimensional metric. This action is invariant under 5D
general coordinate transformations. We then substitute the Fourier expansions of the
tensor, vector and scalar fields in the action and integrate the dependence on the fifth
coordinate. We show explicitly that there exists a unitary gauge in which in each of the
charge sectors the vector and the scalar modes disappear by absorption into the tensor
field and the bilinear part of the action reduces to the Pauli-Fierz (Pauli and Fierz 1939;
Ogievetsky and Polubarinov 1965; Maheshwari 1972; Isham et a11971) Lagrangian of a
massive charged spin-2 field. The Higgs effects in sigma models coupled to gravity have
also been independently investigated recently by Aulakh and Sahdev (1985).
In §2 we work out the curvature tensor for the 5D metric using the technique of
horizontal lift basis (HLB) which has been used by Toms (1984) for writing the
Lagrangian of the zero mass modes in Kaluza-Klein theories. In §3 we substitute the
Fourier expansion of the fields in the 5D action and give expression of the bilinear fields
in each charge sector to avoid the complication of coupling of fields belonging to
different charge sectors, which are in the nonlinear interaction terms. We define the
physical tensor field in terms of the tensor, vector and scalar fields of each charge sector
and show explicitly that the vector and the scalar fields disappear as Goldstone modes
from the action. In the Appendix we have given expressions of the 5D connection
coefficients which have been used in calculating the expression of the scalar curvature
density.

2. The Ka|uza-K|ein Lagrangian
To proceed, we parametrize the metric in the form (Appelquist and Chodos 1983; Unz
1985)

and consider gravity in five dimensions described by the action

,f

S-- ~

----~

d'~xdy(--~MN)I/2/~(~N),

~° s d4x dy.

(2)

We use coordinates Z M = (x", y) with M = 1 . . . 5 and # = I . . . 4. The 5D metric,
tensors and connection coefficients will be distinguished by a caret on top of the
corresponding variables in four dimensions constructed from the metric g~,. We assume
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a ground state M* x S ~, i.e. 4D Minkowski space times a circle of length L. The
signature of the metric is ( - + + + +) and the 4D Minkowski metric tensor will be
denoted by t/~v.
The metric components in (1) have been taken relative to the coordinate basis in
which {dx ~, dy} are the basis one-forms. The duals are { (d/axU), (~/dy)} and form a
basis for the tangent space. Following Toms (I 984) we define a non-coordinate basis by
the relations
dS2 = gun dZU dZN
= gu,~- 1/3 dx ~ dx ~+ q~2/s (dy + A~ dx~) 2
= g~,O.~O~ + 0505,

(3)

with
0l, = q~- 1/6 dx~,,
and
05 = ~bt/3 (dy + A~,dx~').

(4)

In this basis the components of the metric tensor are given by

1).

(5)

The basis vectors e. and e s, which are dual to 0" and 0 s, are
eu = ~bl/6 dxOu - ¢ l / 6 A u ~y ,
(6)

dy
It is easy to check that
(0V, e ~ ) = f i ~ ,

(0S, e ~ ) = 0 ,

and

(0S, e s ) = l .

(7)

The HLB is anholonomic and therefore the commutators of the basis vectors e M are
non-zero. The commutators of the basis vectors in the HLB fix the commutationcoefficients C~N. By working out the commutators
Eel, e,] = Cu,ea~ + C~,es,
[%, es] = Cuse~+Cuses,
a
s
the C~N are easily found to be given by the expressions

-s,6

C~

=

1 ~-4/3 d~
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(

C~N=-C~

Np ~x~I+C/60A .
and

(8)

CMNe=C~N~ee.

In an anholonomic basis the connection coefficients I'MNe are given by the following
expression:

r'UNP= ½[ee(oMN)+eNOMe)--eu(gNp)+Cum'+Cm'N+CeNM],

(9)

and I~N = ~I~QMN. The expression of the connection coefficients I~N has been given
in the Appendix. The curvature tensor in anholonomic basis is
/~NQ = eQ(I'eUN)--eN(r'euQ)4- l"pN
^R I"RQ
^M - - FeQF~N
^s ^M 4- FpRCNQ
^u ~ .

(10)

Since we are interested in the scalar curvature, it can be calculated in any convenient
basis. In the HLB because of the simplicity of the form of the metric tensor, equation (5),
the scalar curvature can be obtained from the following two terms of the curvature
tensor:

1~ =,~'~1~"
t7 ~-v#tt +21~s.

(11)

Using the connection coefficients 1 ~ , which have been listed in the Appendix, and
equations (8)-(11) the expression for the scalar (--gMN)I/2 /~ can be obtained by
carrying out a straightforward calculation. Care has to be taken to discard terms which
are either total four-divergence with respect to x ~ or a total derivative w.r.t, y so that an
expression which consists of terms that are explicitly scalars both with respect to the 4D
general coordinate transformations and the general coordinate transformations on the
fifth coordinate can be obtained. In the following expressions the covariant derivatives
indicated by a semicolon are with respect to the 4D metric 0,, and the tensor indices are
the 4D space-time indices. The Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian has been written as a sum of
three parts; the first consists of terms bilinear in derivatives w.r.t, the space-time
coordinates x ~ (this is the expression of the zero mode Lagrangian in which the metric
components are assumed to be independent of the fifth coordinate y); the second
consists of terms with one derivative w.r.t, x ~and the other w.r.t, y; and the third consists
of terms bilinear in derivatives w.r.t, to the fifth coordinate y. The second and the third
type terms are a new result of this paper. The Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian is

=

+~dpF~,F +gcp dp.Jp ]
:,a

-~y -t-.~;, ay

2 A';~9 g Oy'

$._.

_c~_t OA~~p,._l ~_2 0dp ,,

1 (pF,,.(A¢OA~

[
{lO~b t?
~ l~dPAaA~Ogx~
+ x / - ~ dp-' 2 ~y ey (AaA )+-~-~y
~y

+-4 g g Oy Oy

4

By ~y J

OA~,'~-]
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A~A °

~y

1

+ -~ A"AXg"

dy
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Oy ~y j

,

(12)

where

F~, = OuA, - d,A~.
The terms which are bilinear in derivatives w.r.t, y are the mass terms which can define a
Higgs potential (Higgs 1964) for the spontaneous breakdown of the general covariance.
Although this Lagrangian has a formidable appearance we show in the next section that
after substituting the Fourier expansions of fields one can see another Kaluza-Klein
miracle by going to a unitary gauge.

3. Spectrum analysis in unitary gauge
The next step to be carried out in the Kaluza-Klein programme is to Fourier expand the
fields:

h.v(x, y) = guy- (g~,v), A~,(x, y),
and

(I)(x, y) = tk - (q~),

where the ground state manifold M 4 x S 1 is determined by the vacuum expectation
values
(g~,.) = ~h,., (~b) = 1.

(13)

In terms of the length L of the circle S t the Fourier expansions can be written as

h.v(x,y)=

h~)~(x) exp (i2nny / L ),
A~n)(x) exp (i2nny/L),

A . l x , y) =
rl=

--oo

n =

--o0

tD(')(x) exp (i27my/L).

(14)

with the reality conditions

h~'~(x) = n,~"(n)*t"*,~,, A~-n)(X) = ~A(")*lx*, ,, ~(-n) (x) = ~t,)* (x).

05)
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Since

I~exp(i2-~ (n+n')y)dy=L~.+,,.o,

(16)

in the bilinear approximation to the 4D action different charge sectors are orthogonal to
each other. Therefore we write the expression for the 4D Lagrangian Le a in terms of the
fields h~,(x),
(")
A~)(x) and ~(")(x) of a non-zero charge sector, n 6= 0 and drop the
superscript (n) from the 4D fields. By substituting the Fourier expansions, (14), in the
Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian, (12), we find that the following terms contribute to charge n
sector t

¢6¢v--t~ V r*~.aTgll.,V

It*).,O

II.,OL.,I,t}
2,,.~,,~.o-~',o.~',z
+ ~1 * , p ~P,~]
+ [A *~' ~A,., - A *~' ~Av. ~ - ink (A~.~h$~ - A*'.,h~)
.~ l l , o v l , * ~

+ ~ - (h*~(A~ ~+ a.. ~)- h~'(.,t~., + A* ~))
,~t

n2k2

+ ink (t~*A~2- t~A~ )+---~-- {(h*~h~,- h*~h~)
+(h~ (I)+h.(l))-~(I)*(I)}],

(17)

where k = 2n/L.
We fix the unitary gauge by defining a tensor field ~%, which absorbs the fields A~ and
in h~,, such that when the Lagrangian, (17), is expressed in terms of ¢,~, the fields A~
and ~ disappear completely like Goldstone fields leaving behind the Pauli-Fierz
Lagrangian of charged massive spin-2 field ~%. In the linear approximation the ansatz
for ~p~, is

~b~,~= h~,~-h~rl~,~+~,~

--~A~

+-~(A~,.v+A~.~,).

(18)

and
1

i

hvv = ~ - - ~ rl~(d/~-aP)--ff~ (A..~ + A~..).

(19)

It is a satisfying calculation to verify that on substituting the expression for the field hu.
given in (19) on the right side of (17) all the terms containing Au disappear, and all the
terms containing ~ including its kinetic and mass terms disappear except for one term in
which • plays the role of an auxiliary field. The new expression of the Lagrangian is

Le(4.) lr,/,,.v ,I, ,~_2~b*¢, ~b~,~
3 ~'Y

, v V ' ~ , o ~ Y"

,vY'ct,o!

1__,1,*=

lr,t,,o, , Vm
±~b~, ,V--,O
O*'lJ "
~,O T T

"[- 3 k~"

(20)

t In this expression the space-time tensor indices are Minkowskian and the Lagrangian is a scalar under
Poincar~ transformations.
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It is the Pauli-Fierz Lagrangian for massive charged spin-2 field (Ogievetsky and
Polubarinov 1965; Maheshwari 1972). To see whether the auxiliary field • interacts and
to obtain the nature of the couplings of the field ~ we add the following source terms
to .~ ~"~:
•
, I+c.c.
~1 , ~ (0,~-~0,~/,,)+(1)

(21)

The field equation for ~O*u" is easily seen to be
1

( o - m2)~,,. = 0,. - 3 - ~ (,7.. [ ] - a,~.)0;

+ ~ (r/,. O - 0,O,)O- 3 - ~ (r/,. [] - 0,0~) O~.

(22)

This equation is compatible with the condition
O"~O., = 0

(23)

provided qJ~" is coupled to a conserved source (Ogievetsky and Polubarinov 1965;
Isham et al 1971; Maheshwari 1972)
~u0 ~ = 0.

(24)

If we define
Put = ] ( q u , D - 0 ~ ) ~ ,

(25)

it is identically conserved
a ' P . , - 0.

We can combine the Pu, terms with 0u~ and define a new conserved source 0~,,
0~ = 0~ + ~j(~/.. [] - 0~0.)~.

(26)

the field equation (22) can then be expressed in the form
([]-m2)~,..

= 0,.-

1
3m
2 (quv [] - 0,O~)0:.

(27)

It has been observed before (Freund et al 1969) that the universal coupling of a pure
massive spin 2 field is not to the energy momentum tensor but to a source -~u,,
Z., - 0,, - ~

1

(qu. [] - auO.)0l.

(28)

The field equation for ~* gives the satisfying result that it is an auxiliary field and does
not interact with the physical tensor field. It only contributes a term to the conserved
source of ~O,~. The equation for (1)* is
1 .l.av
3 ~ , # v = l.
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Since
¢,°; = 0,

it requires that it cannot have a source I and is therefore only an auxiliary field as stated
earlier. Although by working out &~,/c~h~, explicitly the contribution of the nonlinear
terms to the field ¢,u, in the unitary gauge can be obtained, the verification that under the
revised ansatz also the A~ and • fields would disappear from the Lagrangian is too
tedious to be tried.

4. Conclusions
We have obtained the expression of the 5D Einstein-Hilbert action in the Kaluza-Klein
ansatz of the metric tensor. On substituting the Fourier expansion of the fields in this
action, it is explicitly verified that the zero charge sector consists ofa graviton, a photon
and Brans-Dicke scalar, and the non-zero charge sector consists of pure spin 2 fields
only. The phenomenon of the absorption of charged vector and scalar fields in making a
massive spin 2 field has been demonstrated. The calculation of the coupling of the vector
field of the zero charge sector to the massive spin two field in the tower is under progress
and will be reported elsewhere.
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Note added
After the completion of this work it has been brought to our notice that the expression
of the Lagrangian of the 5D Kaluza-Klein theory using the Vielbein formalism has been
obtained by Aulakh and Sahdev (1985).

Appendix
The expression of the 5D connection coefficients in terms of the 4D Christoffel symbols,

r ~ = ~ ~'~\ ~x ~ ~ ~x~

c~x~ )
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and the fields O~,, Au and • are given as follows:

+{-~dP-Sl6~(A*g,.~-A,~I)
-1A'/6{^"A2'e
~

l/h2/3F¢ i + : l h _ l l 3 , , a t ~ O g # v

F~ = { _ ~ 2 / 3 F , }+

1 2'3

o )

6

~-,/Sg~,,~Y

F~5-----{--~{~-5/6~''}-l-

z ag.,ay

-~y6,+i(p ' G ,~,

~)-5/6-'~A"'~l)I/6Oala
Oy J
Oy

Oy ~l,, 2 "~

I

t

=o,
where

F~s = O,
G~.=A ~A~_A.~A,
ay

-~-y,

and

~A. OA~

F~-c~x~

ax ~ .
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